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Assignment 

You will work in teams to produce a podcast (roughly 8-10 minutes in length) that:  

1) describes a social problem affecting the Indiana University community, and 

2) convinces listeners to care about that social problem.  

If desired, you may also briefly identify a possible solution to the social problem that you have identified.   

Our first in-class work session will be on October 5th, and you will be able to use that time most effectively if your group 

has already selected a topic for your podcast.  

Completed podcasts must be uploaded to Canvas (by the editor/executive producer) by 8am on December 14th.  

The final project is worth 200 points. Half of the grade (up to 100 points) will be a group grade that is assigned to all 

group members and that reflects the instructors' assessment of the quality of the final project and its success in meeting 

the objectives of the assignment. The other half of the grade (up to 100 points) will be an individual grade based on your 

group members' assessments of your contributions to the project. 

 

Group Roles 

Teams will be comprised of one editor (executive producer), one sound engineer, and three reporters. The expectations 

for each role are outlined below.  

Reporters: will take reporting assignments from the editor, meet as a group to discuss which reporters will collect which 

pieces of information/audio, identify sources of information/audio to use in the story, collect the audio required for the 

story using a digital recording device, create/find any additional audio needed for the story (e.g., introductions, 

transitions, explanations of facts, background sounds), cut the audio files to include only the relevant portions, 

transcribe the cut portions of the audio files, and deliver the audio files and transcripts to the editor.  

Sound Engineers: will collect audio files and transcripts from the editor, meet with the editor to discuss how the audio 

files should be combined and edited, combine and edit the audio files using Adobe Audition (or Audacity), identify any 

additional audio needed for the story (and inform the editor so that they can send follow-up assignments to reporters), 

meet with the editor to review the final audio story and make any final changes to the audio file. 

Editors: will write the story, identify the various types of information/audio that will be needed to tell the story, assign 

the task of collecting those pieces of information/audio to reporters, review the transcripts of the collected audio, 

decide if any additional audio is needed, meet with the engineer to discuss how those audio files should be edited and 

compiled to create the final audio story, meet with the engineer to review the final audio story, and submit the final 

project once it is complete 


